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a dynamic range meter tells you the dynamic range you are hearing. anyone who is still confused
about this should experience a powerful situation like a full orchestra in a great hall with orchestra
seating. the musicians of the orchestra are hitting their instruments with joy and enthusiasm, but

there is no drone. the amazing thing is that not only this experience is experienced by one person,
but also by the whole audience. there are, of course, special players who blow the instruments into

the back of the hall, where one hears only a low buzz. these are the people who we obviously cannot
record. since you now know the value of dynamic range, you can always force your sound to contain
more sound levels and thus obtain more information by turning the dynamic range down. remember:
you yourself are the most important source of information about your own mix. your end results are

only as good as the information you put into it! dynamic range meter is a foobar2000 component
designed to give the same information as the dynamic range offline meter. this component can
process all audio formats foobar2000 can handle (a.o. flac, ape and wavpack) and also supports

higher sample rates and bit depth. using theopen audio cdoption it can also directly read audio cds
and calculate the dynamic range values without the need of ripping the cd to disk. log information

with extended statistics is automatically copied to the clipboard and can be pasted back in any text
editor. ~ web.archive.org/web/20130317013715/
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i always tell my students that the most important aspect of mastering is dynamics and that
mastering with dynamics is only half of the master process. mastering with dynamics is essential to

finalizing a good final product. it turns out that this is not always taken into account by the engineers
on the studio floor. over the years i have worked with engineers who have told me that it is good

enough as it is. or when they do work with dynamics, they confuse it with loudness. it is not until we
get on a level where we can distinguish between dynamics and loudness that we can really

understand the importance of mastering with dynamics. with bx_meter, you can clearly see that your
mix is lacking in dynamic range and make corrections. if it is loudness, then you will quickly notice

that you can make it louder without compromising your sound quality. you can also clearly see what
dynamic range reduction you are doing and make corrections to your mix. once you are happy with

your mix, you can click the trim button and make your final adjustments. but mastering does not end
here. as a mastering engineer, you are also responsible for fixing the dynamics of your master. you

can do this by making the loudest possible master that has the least amount of sound-quality
damage (referred to as sonic crush). in mastering we always try to achieve the loudest possible

master that is safe. this is called the “master” as it is the final product that will go out to the public.
in the mastering process, we make sure that all the components of the master are in good shape

before we turn on our mastering power. 5ec8ef588b
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